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to provide for specific representations of Indians,l Jews and
Christians on the Council and of Indians and of large com-
mercial firms trading within the country in the Assembly
(Sees. 2; 4); for adequate arrangements for appointment and
dismissal of administrative officials (Sec. 2); and a definite
statement regarding the length of the sessions of the Legislative
Assembly (Sec. i). In addition, Mr. Dobbs objected to the
methods proposed for electing tribal representatives as impair-
ing the power and prestige of the shaikhs who, he believed,
should be given full support and backing (Sec. 2).
In view of these criticisms and of others made during the
discussion of the Report in London, it seemed clear to the
Interdepartmental Committee that the proposals were un-
suitable; they did not grant the degree of self-government to
'Iraq which H.M. Government was now ready to give and they
were also inadequate in other respects. It was agreed that per-
mission to announce them immediately in Baghdad should be
withheld.
The decisions of the Interdepartmental Committee were
conveyed to the Acting Civil Commissioner on May soth in the
following terms:
H.M. Government greatly appreciates the care and ability
expended by Bonham-Carter's Committee in preparation of
scheme. Their recommendation will receive fullest and most
attentive consideration. Framing of the mandate for clraq
is now engaging the active attention of H.M.'s Government
and as you have realized, orders on your proposal, which may
have to take a different shape, cannot be passed until a
decision has been reached on this point. Publication of the
announcement conveyed in my telegram of 4th May may
be postponed in view of your proclamation of May 3rd.
1 Mr Dobbs's viewpoint as an official of the Government of India was stated
in Section 2: 'In view of the very large part which Indian officials and personnel
must, for a very long time to come, play in Mesopotamia, it would seern advisable
to have at least one Indian Member of Council or at least one Indian
Secretary.*
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